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Abstract: Cultural content on the Web is available in various domains (cultural objects, datasets, 

geospatial data, moving images, scholarly texts and visual resources), concerns various topics, is 

written in different languages, targeted to both laymen and experts, and provided by different 

communities (libraries, archives museums and information industry) and individuals (Figure 1). 

The integration of information technologies and cultural heritage content on the Web is expected to 

have an impact on everyday life from the point of view of institutions, communities and individuals. 

In particular, collaborative environment scan recreate 3D navigable worlds that can offer new 

insights into our cultural heritage (Chan 2007). However, the main barrier is to find and relate 

cultural heritage information by end-users of cultural contents, as well as by organisations and 

communities managing and producing them. In this paper, we explore several visualisation 

techniques for supporting cultural interfaces, where the role of metadata is essential for supporting 

the search and communication among end-users (Figure 2). A conceptual framework was 

developed to integrate the data, purpose, technology, impact, and form components of a 

collaborative environment, Our preliminary results show that collaborative environments can help 

with cultural heritage information sharing and communication tasks because of the way in which 

they provide a visual context to end-users. They can be regarded as distributed virtual reality 

systems that offer graphically realised, potentially infinite, digital information landscapes. 

Moreover, collaborative environments also provide a new way of interaction between an end-user 

and a cultural heritage data set.  Finally, the visualisation of metadata of a dataset plays an 

important role in helping end-users in their search for heritage contents on the Web. 

 



 

 



 

 

Figure 1: Domain cultural content 

 

Figure 2: Data format of cultural contents 
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